AET. 29]
SURFACES PLANE AND  CURVED.
15
written in the form mrd&fa If r, 0, cj> are the Eulerian polar coordinates of a point '"referred to any axes with the origin at 0, it is clear that da = sin dd6d<j>.
f        27.    It follows from this result that the attraction at 0 of an ^ element da- when resolved perpendicular to its plane is mda.         :
*       Hence we may deduce by integration that the attraction at 0 ', of a plane uniform lamina of any form when resolved perpendicular
'.+    to the plane is ma>, where m is the mass of a unit of area of the '   lamina, and & is the solid angle subtended at 0 by the lamina. i This jheorem is due to Playfair, Edin. Trans. Vol. VI., 1812.
*       Ex.   If I, m, n be the direction cosines of the radius **     vector of an element of a surface, and if Z, m, n can be expressed in terms of two parameters a and &, show that the normal attraction of the element on the origin is Ada db die, where dk is the thickness of the element and A is the determinant in the margin.   [Gains Coll.]
28. The method explained in Art. 17 by which the attraction at the origin of one thin rod may be replaced by that of another of a more convenient form may be extended to surfaces.
Let the law of attraction be the inverse /eth power of the distance. Eefer to the figure of Art. 17 and equate the attractions
of the elementary areas QR, Q'R', we have
dl da' dl db'
m, dm da ' dm 'db*
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By Art. 26 da- cos ilr = r*da>, hence
J                                         T
r'* m'
It follows that, if two curvilinear lamince are so related that their masses per unit of area, at points on the same radius vector drawn from a point 0, are connected by the above equation, then the attractions at 0 of the portions included within any conical surface whose vertex is 0 are the same in direction and magnitude.
For example, if the law of attraction be the inverse cube, the attraction at a point 0 of any portion of a thin plane area is the same in direction and magnitude as that of the corresponding portion of a spherical surface having its centre at 0, and touching .the plane, the masses per unit of area of the plane and sphere being equal. This corresponds to the theorem in Art. 12; which connects the attraction of a straight rod with that of a circle.
29. If the plane area be bounded by an ellipse (the law of attraction being the inverse cube) the resultant attraction at any point 0 acts along the axis of the enveloping cone wliose vertex is 0.
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